Ball Interests
Ball Corporation supports our Ball Interests (BIs) to promote an inclusive and diverse workforce.
Our BI members participate in a variety of activities that reflect their passions and concernment
both internally and externally from Ball. BIs work with Ball leadership to address matters of interest
to its members and each group welcomes all employees.

Adventure & Travel Ball Interest (A&T BI) builds community and inclusion
through shared experiences, adventure, exploration, travel and interactive
activities. Ball recognizes the diverse and extensive experiences that our
community holds about different places around the world. A&T BI hopes
to inspire the community to become more global through engagements
with travelers on all levels.

Astronomy & Photography Ball Interest (A&P BI) provides a social space
to share, learn, ask questions, and challenge each other to grow in
this hobby. We want everyone involved to come away having learned
something and better able to see the world around them.

Ball Talks Ball Interest (BTBI) partners with Toastmasters International, an
organization that will give you the skills and confidence you need to express
yourself effectively in any situation. No matter where you are in your career,
Toastmasters is the most efficient, enjoyable and affordable way of gaining
great communication skills. You’ll learn how to formulate and express your
ideas effectively, be more persuasive and confident when giving presentations
and improve your one-on-one dealings with others.

Cycling Ball Interest (CBI) brings together cyclists of all experience levels, from
never-ever to citizen racers, to form a community that socializes, trains and rides
together and participates in charity events, such as the Bike MS: Colorado. Ball
employees will be encouraged to participate in activities that keep them physically
fit and have a generous spirit exemplified by benevolence.

Design Revolution Ball Interest (DRBI) offers the opportunity for employees
from diverse disciplines to develop creative, radically affordable product
solutions that fulfill an underserved market/human need and/or drive a
sustainable economy in the poorest regions of the world. Employees will
share new ideas with others working in different areas of the company,
extending their network and providing further enhancement of personal
skills. Anyone who wants to impact global poverty or clean, renewable
energy in a significant, tangible and sustainable way is invited to participate.

Green Team Ball Interest (GTBI) strives to bring together employees that
share a passion for volunteerism and environmental stewardship. By engaging
on these topics, the goal is to enable employees to take lifestyle actions
that contribute to giving back to our communities and planet by increasing
employee awareness of environmental stewardship and social responsibility
through engagement events focused on education and community building.

New Family Ball Interest (NFBI) exists to assist employees and their families
with (or expecting) young children navigate new parenthood through
education, peer support and networking.

